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Outline: a guide for discussionOutline: a guide for discussion

•• What is Locus of Control What is Locus of Control 
(LOC), & why do we care?(LOC), & why do we care?

•• What have others found?What have others found?

•• What have we done?What have we done?

•• What have we found?What have we found?
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“… the degree to which the individual perceives that the “… the degree to which the individual perceives that the 
{outcome} follows from, or is contingent upon, his own {outcome} follows from, or is contingent upon, his own 
behavior or attributes behavior or attributes [internal][internal] versus the degree to which versus the degree to which 
he feels the {outcome} is controlled by forces outside of he feels the {outcome} is controlled by forces outside of 
himself and may occur independently of his own actions himself and may occur independently of his own actions 
[external][external]””

Julian B. Julian B. RotterRotter, 1966, 1966

•• Used by Mary Budd Rowe (1974) in her groundbreaking Used by Mary Budd Rowe (1974) in her groundbreaking 
study on waitstudy on wait--time & rewardstime & rewards
–– 11stst through 6through 6thth grade science studentsgrade science students

“Bowler”“Bowler” “Craps Shooter”“Craps Shooter”
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•• Faculty beliefs showed a focus on the importance of motivation tFaculty beliefs showed a focus on the importance of motivation to o 
learning problem solving in physics learning problem solving in physics –– U of U of MnMn
–– InternalInternal LOC lead to higher motivation since belief is that what they doLOC lead to higher motivation since belief is that what they do

mattersmatters
–– ExternalExternal LOC lead to lower motivation since belief is that what they do LOC lead to lower motivation since belief is that what they do 

doesn’t matterdoesn’t matter

•• MPEX results showed deterioration in students attitudes, beliefsMPEX results showed deterioration in students attitudes, beliefs, & , & 
assumptions relative to expert physicistsassumptions relative to expert physicists –– RedishRedish, E.F., Steinberg, R.N., , E.F., Steinberg, R.N., 
& Saul, J.M. (1998)& Saul, J.M. (1998)

•• As part of an onAs part of an on--going evaluation on the introductory going evaluation on the introductory 
physics courses at physics courses at U of U of MnMn

–– Students’ LOCStudents’ LOC

–– Physics course does not affect students in a way that makes themPhysics course does not affect students in a way that makes them
significantly more significantly more externalexternal!!!!
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•• Easy to administer (~ 15 minutes)Easy to administer (~ 15 minutes)
•• Easy to grade (Machine)Easy to grade (Machine)
•• Used by lots of researchers on different populations (but just nUsed by lots of researchers on different populations (but just not ot 

in physics)in physics)
•• Expert physicists would be very Expert physicists would be very internalinternal

•• Developed for general population to measure belief / expectationDeveloped for general population to measure belief / expectations about s about 
how reinforcement is controlledhow reinforcement is controlled

•• Instrument tested extensively for validity & reliability on diveInstrument tested extensively for validity & reliability on diverse rse 
populationspopulations

•• RotterRotter I:E Scale (I:E Scale (2929 items)items)
–– Situated in everyday experiencesSituated in everyday experiences

–– Some items deal specifically with Some items deal specifically with 
academics (some are placebos)academics (some are placebos)

–– Agreement to 1 of 2 statements / Agreement to 1 of 2 statements / 
itemitem

•• Factored into Factored into 22 subscalessubscales
–– SocialSocial (political and world affairs)(political and world affairs)

–– PersonalPersonal (personally relevant (personally relevant 
events)events)
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–– Social ExampleSocial Example
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–– Personal ExamplePersonal Example
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OverallOverall

•• RotterRotter (1966) (1966) –– introductory psychology students introductory psychology students 
and Peace Corp volunteers; and Peace Corp volunteers; Knoop Knoop (1981)(1981); ; 
PascarellaPascarella,  Edison, ,  Edison, HagedornHagedorn, Nora, & , Nora, & 
TerenziniTerenzini (1996)(1996) –– general college populationgeneral college population

–– College population tended to beCollege population tended to be internalinternal
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GenderGender

•• Parsons & Schneider (1974) Parsons & Schneider (1974) –– university psychology, social university psychology, social 
science, & education studentsscience, & education students
–– Females were Females were less internal less internal than males than males 

•• KhannaKhanna, , MolinariMolinari, & , & KhannaKhanna (1977) (1977) –– general liberal arts general liberal arts 
college populationcollege population
–– Females were Females were more externalmore external than malesthan males

•• Lee &Lee & DengerinkDengerink (1992) (1992) –– general state university populationgeneral state university population
–– No statistically significant difference in genderNo statistically significant difference in gender
–– Both groups were Both groups were internalinternal

May be the result of changes in the social climateMay be the result of changes in the social climate
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•• LefcourtLefcourt (1976, 1981(1976, 1981--1984); 1984); Phares Phares (1976); (1976); Stipek Stipek & & 
Weisz Weisz (1981); Main & Rowe (1993) (1981); Main & Rowe (1993) –– various general various general 
populations from elementary to collegepopulations from elementary to college
–– Indications that Indications that InternalInternal Locus of Control Locus of Control �� higher higher 

achievementachievement

•• Daniels & Stevens (1976) Daniels & Stevens (1976) –– general college populationgeneral college population

–– ExternalsExternals perform just as well as perform just as well as internals internals in teacher controlled in teacher controlled 
coursescourses

–– InternalsInternals perform better than perform better than externalsexternals under contract for under contract for 
grade plangrade plan

•• Results appear to depend somehow on differences in Results appear to depend somehow on differences in 
instructional methods (?)instructional methods (?)

AchievementAchievement –– based on various course assessmentsbased on various course assessments
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Data CollectionData Collection
Administered by a large variety of TA’sAdministered by a large variety of TA’s

•• RotterRotter I:E Scale Pre & PostI:E Scale Pre & Post
•• FCI / CSEM Pre & PostFCI / CSEM Pre & Post
•• Course Grades, Final Exam ScoresCourse Grades, Final Exam Scores

Fall 2002Fall 2002
•• 11stst semester calculussemester calculus--

based courses (N = 283)based courses (N = 283)

Spring 2003Spring 2003
•• 22ndnd semester calculussemester calculus--

based courses (N = 283)based courses (N = 283)

Spring 2003Spring 2003
•• 11stst semester calculussemester calculus--

based courses (N = 205)based courses (N = 205)

•• 11stst semester algebrasemester algebra--
based courses (N = 85)based courses (N = 85)

•• 11stst semester courses for semester courses for 
biology majors (N = 146)biology majors (N = 146)
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RotterRotter I:E Scale Overall I:E Scale Overall ��’s’s
RotterRotter I:E Scale Social I:E Scale Social ��’s’s

RotterRotter I:E Scale Personal I:E Scale Personal ��’s’s

•• Separated by GenderSeparated by Gender

•• Relationship withRelationship with
–– Course %Course %
–– Final Exam% (MC % & PS %)Final Exam% (MC % & PS %)
–– Pre & Post FCI %’sPre & Post FCI %’s
–– Pre & Post CSEM %’sPre & Post CSEM %’s

Data AnalysisData Analysis
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RotterRotter I:E Scale Overall I:E Scale Overall ��’s’s
RotterRotter I:E Scale Social I:E Scale Social ��’s’s

RotterRotter I:E Scale Personal I:E Scale Personal ��’s’s

•• Separated by GenderSeparated by Gender

•• Relationship withRelationship with
–– Course %Course %
–– Final % (MC % & PS %)Final % (MC % & PS %)
–– Pre & Post FCI %’sPre & Post FCI %’s
–– Pre & Post CSEM %’sPre & Post CSEM %’s
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All students were found to be All students were found to be internalinternal
Personal ResultsPersonal Results

9 out of 10 courses  9 out of 10 courses  
shifted towards shifted towards less less 
internalinternal direction by direction by 

the end of one semester the end of one semester 
of physics (average of physics (average 

shift ~ 1/2 of an item)!shift ~ 1/2 of an item)!

Pre / Post differences Pre / Post differences 
(10 courses)(10 courses)

* Howell, D.C., * Howell, D.C., Statistical Methods fro Psychology (4Statistical Methods fro Psychology (4thth Ed)Ed).  Wadsworth Pub. Co., Belmont, CA (1997).  Wadsworth Pub. Co., Belmont, CA (1997)

Used Sign Test* to see if courses exhibit any significant trendsUsed Sign Test* to see if courses exhibit any significant trends

100%100%
ExternalExternal

100%100%
InternalInternal25%25%NeutralNeutral

PrePrePostPost

PrePrePostPost PrePre
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All students were found to be All students were found to be internalinternal
Personal ResultsPersonal Results

9 out of 10 courses  9 out of 10 courses  
shifted towards shifted towards less less 
internalinternal direction by direction by 

the end of one semester the end of one semester 
of physics (average of physics (average 
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8 out of 10 courses had 8 out of 10 courses had 
females females less internalless internal

than males before the than males before the 
physics course (average physics course (average 

difference ~ 2/3 of an difference ~ 2/3 of an 
item)!item)!

M / F differences Pre M / F differences Pre 
(10 courses)(10 courses)

Used Sign Test* to see if courses exhibit any significant trendsUsed Sign Test* to see if courses exhibit any significant trends

100%100%
ExternalExternal

100%100%
InternalInternal25%25%NeutralNeutral

PrePrePostPost

FF

MMFF

MMFF
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Data AnalysisData Analysis

RotterRotter I:E Scale Overall I:E Scale Overall ��’s’s
RotterRotter I:E Scale Social I:E Scale Social ��’s’s

RotterRotter I:E Scale Personal I:E Scale Personal ��’s’s

•• Separated by GenderSeparated by Gender

•• Relationship withRelationship with
–– Course %Course %
–– Final % (MC % & PS %)Final % (MC % & PS %)
–– Pre & Post FCI %’sPre & Post FCI %’s
–– Pre & Post CSEM %’sPre & Post CSEM %’s
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Relationships …Relationships …

* Howell, D.C., * Howell, D.C., Statistical Methods fro Psychology (4Statistical Methods fro Psychology (4thth Ed)Ed).  Wadsworth Pub. Co., Belmont, CA (1997).  Wadsworth Pub. Co., Belmont, CA (1997)

Used Sign Test* to see if correlations exhibit significant trendUsed Sign Test* to see if correlations exhibit significant trendss
12 correlations overall12 correlations overall

Pre & Post Personal LOC measures & 6 course assessment measuresPre & Post Personal LOC measures & 6 course assessment measures

•• CalcCalc--based mechanics courses hadbased mechanics courses had
–– 12 out of 12 correlations are consistent with notion 12 out of 12 correlations are consistent with notion internal internal ��

higher achievement higher achievement (probability ~ 0.002)(probability ~ 0.002)
•• CalcCalc--based E&M course & course for biology majors based E&M course & course for biology majors 

had had 
–– 11 out of 12 correlations are consistent with notion 11 out of 12 correlations are consistent with notion internal internal ��

higher achievement higher achievement (probability ~ 0.003)(probability ~ 0.003)
•• AlgebraAlgebra--based course hadbased course had

–– 10 out of 12 correlations are consistent with notion 10 out of 12 correlations are consistent with notion internal internal ��
higher achievement higher achievement (probability ~ 0.02)(probability ~ 0.02)
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��Our sample of students were found to Our sample of students were found to 
hold an hold an internal internal belief on personal LOCbelief on personal LOC

��Although differences were found, they Although differences were found, they 
were not educationally significant …were not educationally significant …
��Courses tended to be Courses tended to be less internalless internal at the end at the end 

of one semester of intro physics course than of one semester of intro physics course than 
they were at the beginningthey were at the beginning

��Females tended to be Females tended to be less internalless internal than than 
males pre & post physics coursemales pre & post physics course

SummarySummary
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��Correlations between personal locus of Correlations between personal locus of 
control & various physics course control & various physics course 
assessments tended to show the trend assessments tended to show the trend 
that that more internalmore internal �� higher achievementhigher achievement

SummarySummary
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1.1. Students come into the introductory Students come into the introductory 
physics courses having a belief that is physics courses having a belief that is 
internalinternal on Personal LOCon Personal LOC

2.2. Introductory physics courses did not Introductory physics courses did not 
appear to have changed the students’ appear to have changed the students’ 
beliefs on Personal LOC muchbeliefs on Personal LOC much

3.3. Course trends appeared to reconfirm Course trends appeared to reconfirm 
previous finding that previous finding that more internal more internal ��
higher achievementhigher achievement

Preliminary ConclusionPreliminary Conclusion
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�� Sign Test on the Social subscale of the Sign Test on the Social subscale of the RotterRotter I:E Scale I:E Scale 
showed an acrossshowed an across--thethe--board shift from board shift from neutralneutral to to 
externalexternal only during the Spring semesteronly during the Spring semester

�� Would not have expected the views on political items to Would not have expected the views on political items to 
change …change …

�� Something significant happened …Something significant happened …

An Interesting Sidebar …An Interesting Sidebar …
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Please visit our websitePlease visit our website
for more information:for more information:

http://groups.physics.http://groups.physics.umnumn..eduedu//physedphysed//
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•• Due to doing multiple comparisonsDue to doing multiple comparisons
–– Use more conservative levels of Use more conservative levels of �� for each comparison to for each comparison to 

reduce Type I errorreduce Type I error
–– Set overall Set overall Familywise Familywise error rate at error rate at �� = 0.01= 0.01
–– Using Using Bonferroni Bonferroni tt, or , or Dunn’s TestDunn’s Test

��’ = ’ = �� / c */ c *
��’ = significance level of each comparison’ = significance level of each comparison
c = number of comparisonsc = number of comparisons

–– Sign Test *Sign Test *

Personal ResultsPersonal Results

* Howell, D.C., * Howell, D.C., Statistical Methods fro Psychology (4Statistical Methods fro Psychology (4thth Ed)Ed).  Wadsworth Pub. Co., Belmont, CA (1997).  Wadsworth Pub. Co., Belmont, CA (1997)
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N: total number of events, p(k): probability of kN: total number of events, p(k): probability of k--occurrences in N eventsoccurrences in N events


